Dear Fellow San Diego Safety Professionals,

Where has the time gone? It only seems like yesterday that I had submitted my very first installment of the “President’s Catch” and here I am again working on making the next deadline. (If you get this issue a bit late, I take full responsibility). I had relied on partnering with technology to get this done in time and failed miserably - thanks to transitioning between phone numbers, email addresses, computer systems, contact lists and calendars. The list of woes goes on a bit more, but I will spare you the details as you would probably say to me: “Welcome to my world”! Whatever happened to the idea of technology and advancements that would make life easier and less complicated? Not!

I recently watched a few episodes of a science fiction series portraying a future society that embraced and integrated the use of androids in almost every facet of daily activity and living. They took over a lot of tasks and jobs that people would see as repetitive, mundane and time consuming. They could even serve as your best friend. The idea was great initially, but then you saw the ill-effects on the psyche of humans and the non-humans. The humans were beginning to feel insignificant and the non-humans became self-aware and demanded independence (think “Terminator – Skynet”).

We have gone from physical connections and interactions (finding a physical phone booth to make a phone call, walking up to a person to ask for directions, going to physical meetings), to the continuous and endless electronic melding with the rest of the world with no boundaries (The iPad – “Spy-Pad”). I sometimes wonder if we have a Wi-Fi, LAN cable or USB port in the back of our heads (think “The Matrix”). We have come to expect instantaneous (or close to instantaneous) information and results from everything. From real-time data and reporting to having an order delivered within two hours or less without having to interact with a single person.

OK, enough of me standing on the technological/science fiction soapbox, the take home message is this: We shouldn’t reject or repel technology, but we should always be objective about it – look at it from all perspectives – how/ who can it help, what/where are some of the
possible pitfalls, how do we prevent negative outcomes? There will always be the human element; technology cannot eliminate this unless we don’t have humans around any longer…then we wouldn’t have the ASSE or the newsletter either...

Speaking about the human element, please physically join us for this month’s breakfast meeting topic “Safe Driving – Stay Alert – Stay Alive” with Monica Zech at the Admiral Baker Club. On Thursday, August 20th, the North County Section will have their quarterly luncheon meeting at the 24 Hour Fitness on Laurel Tree Lane in Carlsbad with the topic “Consulting as an EHS Professional and Latest Project Trends” with Susan Mazzarella, LEED, AP.

Don’t forget put on your calendar our upcoming meetings:
September 8th Breakfast Meeting - InfraGard San Diego Members Alliance – A partnership between the FBI and the local public, private organizations to Mitigate Criminal- and Terrorist based Threat, Risk and Loss. Speaker: Curtis Jones, President/CEO - San Diego Chapter of InfraGard.

October 13th Breakfast Meeting - Respiratory Fit Testing - Qualitative and Quantitative Methodologies – Learn about addressing fit testing as part of a respiratory protection program with a discussion of both qualitative and quantitative methods. Speaker: Miller Gunn, Western Regional Sales Manager – OHD, Inc.

Remember, use technology wisely and don’t forget to be human out there!

Humanly yours,

*Amy*

---

**EXECUTIVE BOARD CHAIR UPDATES**

**Government Affairs Committee:**
By Tom Bernitt, CSP, CHMM, CMQ/OE, CQA

**Sherrod Brown Pushes New Bill to Accelerate Switch to Safer Railcars for Crude Oil, Hazardous Materials**
*Akron Beacon Journal (07/23/15)*

U.S. Sen. Sherrod Brown (D-Ohio) on July 22 called for removing the older railcars transporting hazardous materials. "We’ve seen too many derailments of trains with unsafe cars, often carrying crude oil and other hazardous material. It’s time to put a stop to these dangerous and costly spills," Brown said. The U.S. Department of Transportation estimates that trains carrying crude oil or ethanol will derail an average of 10 times per year for the next 20 years, causing as much as $4 billion in property damage. Federal rail rules were tightened in May, a move Brown called "a good start," but he claimed even more needs to be done, prompting him to introduce the Hazardous Materials Rail Transportation Safety Improvement Act of 2015. The legislation would provide a tax credit to companies that upgrade cars to the highest required safety standard. Those credits could cover up to 15 percent of the cost. The bill also would require the U.S. Department of Transportation to implement recommendations from the National Transportation Safety Board to give first responders real-time information on rail transportation and update track maintenance standards. In addition, the bill would establish grant money for states and cities to fund the rerouting of rail tracks carrying large volumes of hazardous materials away from highly populated areas. The changes would be funded by a $175-per-shipment fee on older tank cars.

**Lawmakers Press Obama Nominee on Pipeline Safety**
*The Hill (07/23/15) Kreuger, Hannah*

President Obama’s nominee to head the federal agency overseeing the safety of pipelines and hazardous materials faced tough questions from lawmakers on Wednesday. The Senate Commerce, Science and Transportation Committee pressed Marie Therese Dominguez on the record of the Department of Transportation’s Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) after a number of high-profile safety incidents. Senators said the administration had failed to make safety a top priority and highlighted a number of local issues in their states. Sen. Dan Sullivan (R-Alaska) recalled a 2011 leak in the Trans-Alaskan pipeline system, which was successfully contained, but raised questions over which agency has jurisdiction over safety issues. While EPA claimed the Trans-Alaskan pipeline was under their oversight, PHMSA actually controls the system. Sullivan urged Dominguez to clarify PHMSA’s jurisdiction moving forward. Dominguez promised to make safety and effective management top priorities. Chairman John Thune (R-S.D.) expressed concerns about Dominguez’s lack of prior experience with hazardous materials, but praised her work as a leader at the Army Civil Works and Postal Service and time with the National Transportation Safety Board.
Did You Resolve to Get Your ASP/CSP This Year?

Thinking about working on your ASP/CSP? If so, that’s outstanding and we are pulling for you! If you’d like to participate in an ASP/CSP study group, call Enrique Medina, CSP to start the ball rolling.

As a member of our Chapter, Enrique has volunteered his time (thank you Enrique!) to assist those interested in pursuing their ASP/CSP professional certification. Once Enrique hears from those that are interested, timeframes and locations can be identified.

Enrique can be reached at: (619) 297-1469. Or emedina@pulse-point.com

This is a great opportunity our Chapter appreciates. Call today!

MEMBERSHIP CHAIR:
By Brian Vernetti, CSP

Welcome to our new members!

• Fernando Blackburn  USMC
• Peter Johnston  City of San Diego
• Esther Murki  Student
• Jonathan Rudin  San Diego Healthcare Compliance

I’m looking forward to serving as Membership Chair for this amazing chapter that has been such a key factor in my career development. I welcome fresh ideas for reaching out to both seasoned professionals and students who may desire to become members of our group. If anyone has any input regarding this please contact me.

I hope to sustain the positive momentum generated by my Membership Chair predecessors and am appreciative of the opportunity.

See you at the next breakfast meeting!

Regards,
Brian

Job-Line
By David Ferguson

Looking for a new job? Visit our job-line at http://sandiegoasse.org/jobs/ to see current opportunities such as: Environmental, Health & Safety Professional; Corporate Safety Director, Construction, Safety Technician; EH&S Professional; Manager, Risk Management Advisor – Safety and Loss Control; Senior Risk Control Consultant, Commercial Insurance; Sr. Risk Engineering Consultant, Southern CA; EHS Engineer; Environmental Health & Safety Specialist R&D Labs; Health and Safety Consultant. Check out these and other great jobs today!
Notes from our Professional Development Conference Committee Chair

Attention ASSE San Diego Chapter members:

The 2016 PDC is in the planning stages and we need your help! The planning committee is preparing for its first meeting in early August, and we need volunteers that can provide a few hours of time each month planning for, and participating in the event.

Please contact Chris Malicki at 619-718-1953 or cmalicki@smartsafetygroup.com if you would like to be involved in any way.

Thank you!

Calendar of Special Events:

August 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-31</td>
<td>Children’s Eye Health and Safety Month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-31</td>
<td>National Immunization Awareness Month</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Providing Leadership & Direction to the Safety Professional since 1911"
CALL FOR SAN DIEGO CHAPTER SAFETY PROFESSIONAL OF THE YEAR (SPY) NOMINATIONS

Attention ASSE San Diego Chapter members:

As many of you know, each year we present the Safety Professional of the Year (SPY) award to a selected member of our Chapter. The process involves nominating and recognizing a Chapter member that has stood out as a safety professional during the course of the previous year.

We are currently accepting nominations and would appreciate your valuable input. Eligibility requires that the nominee:

1. **Be a Professional Member or Member in good standing of the Chapter.**
2. **Not have received the award within the past five years.**
3. **Be engaged in full-time employment in the profession of protecting people, property, and the environment.**

Furthermore, nominee judging criteria includes:

1. **Demonstrated technical expertise in the broad field of safety and a thorough knowledge of the operational aspects of his/her safety department.**
2. **Demonstrated outstanding contributions to the Chapter or Section activities, including committee or task force chair, officer, services to members, lecturer at seminars, etc.**
3. **Leadership in establishment, maintenance, and improvement of technical or Chapter programs in the organization nominee serves or elsewhere.**
4. **Other personal achievements related to safety and health.**
5. **Professional contributions to advance the safety profession, such as fostering professional development, public/community services, instructor at educational institutions, involvement in codes and legislation, articles written, work with allied groups, etc.**
6. **Awards and innovations, including citations, honors, plaques, or new procedures or systems developed.**
7. **Endorsements by superiors and verifications by associates, in the form of letters on appropriate stationery of the employer, etc.**

Do you know of anyone that you would like to nominate for this prestigious award? **Time is of the essence. Please contact Chris Malicki, President-elect, by August 15, 2015.** Phone 619-718-1953 or email cmalicki@smartsafetygroup.com.
The Executive Board met on Tuesday, July 7 via teleconference. Attending: Amy Leung, Chris Malicki, Allison Long, Cathi Marx, Gary Couture, Isaac Szmulowicz, Valerie Stakes, David Ferguson, Cindy Reyes, Enrique Medina.

**TREASURER’S REPORT**

Allison read the financial report dated June 30. Motion made to approve report, seconded, to vote and passed.

Members may view a copy of the report upon request to our President, Amy Leung.

**OLD BUSINESS**

1. **Review / Approve Minutes** from June 2015: Minutes were reviewed and a motion was made to accept the minutes. Motion seconded. Motion to vote, passed and carried.

2. **Feedback on June Breakfast Meeting**: Positive feedback on the June meeting. Notwithstanding the last minute cancellation by Bill Early, the replacement speakers did a very good job and were very well informed and professional. Good information for the participants.

3. **American Red Cross (ARC) Shelter of Hope donation**: The board did not vote at the last meeting on a donation to Shelter of Hope. The event already took place. Isaac said they still welcome donations, and he would like the chapter to send two 3-person teams to the mobile home park alarm installation event on August 1. There are many tasks to accomplish. He will send out a flyer for volunteers at the next meeting. Last year the Chapter donated $800 to buy 100 smoke alarm long life batteries for the shelters. The chapter has made two donations to the ARC, but there is no obligation for recurring donations.

A discussion on chapter donations ensued. The chapter also donates $1000/yr. to the ASSE Foundation, which is an expectation of chapters. Other uses of funds include the $200/yr. contribution to the Sam Cahan Award fund, and the cost of sending an officer to the annual Society meeting. It was decided to table the motion of a donation to the ARC until a chapter budget is finalized in August. The budget can include funds earmarked for donations, as well as for other chapter obligations. The membership will be surveyed to determine the organizations to be considered for donations, in keeping with the stated purpose of having chapter funds benefit the membership.

4. **San Diego Youth Services summer survival kits**: The summer drive is going on now, and members have been asked to bring items to donate to the breakfast meeting. A discussion took place on having the chapter make a monetary or in-kind donation at the meeting. There was consensus to hold off making donations until the budget is developed. If a donation is made in the chapter’s name, it can take place at the December meeting.

5. **2015-2016 Board Update**:  
   - Transition Meeting June 23, 2015 Minutes were approved.  
   - Open positions: John Marston opted out of the PDC Committee Chair, but agreed to participate.

(See Executive Board, continued on page 7)
NEW BUSINESS

1. PDC – Need Chairperson and Committee Formation – Decision on location, half day vs. full day:
Chris will head a search to find a PDC chair as soon as possible.

The board discussed expanding the event to one day and changing the venue from Cuyamaca College to a larger place, as well as changing the format to include concurrent break-out sessions. Some of the concerns were that this would increase costs, and require a larger place and more coordination and effort at a time when a new committee is taking on the planning. Also, the current venue seems to accommodate the expected level of participation.

The board approved a motion to keep the PDC as a half-day event at Cuyamaca College for this year, and explore changing the format and location next year after the new PDC committee gains more experience, and the participants can be surveyed on their interest in a new format, and location.

2. December Luncheon – Need to decide on location:
The board approved a motion to keep the December luncheon at Temple Emmanuel with the contracted caterer. The cost is approximately $1600, which is $500-600 more than holding it at Admiral Baker. The motion included a provision to determine the fee to be charged for the luncheon after the budget has been settled.

3. Recognition of Erike Young, outgoing Region 1 VP – Ideas of recognition:  The Chapter approved a motion to give a $100 gift card to a San Francisco restaurant to Erike, with a greeting card to be signed by the chapter members in attendance at next week’s breakfast meeting. Cathi offered to get the gift card and greeting card in time for the meeting.

4. Sam Cahan Award Funding: The board approved a motion to contribute $200 to the Sam Cahan President’s Award, to be given to the award recipient. This contribution is intended to keep the Sam Cahan fund at or above the level of the original amount donated by Sam when the award was initiated. The fund’s current balance is $1200 because the two past recipients have declined the monetary portion of the award. The chapter would like to make this a permanent annual contribution, but this requires a revision of the chapter charter. This proposal will be revisited when the next chapter charter revision comes up.

5. SPY Award – Nominations needed: Nominations need to be put forth as soon as possible to give enough time to the committee to select a nominee for the local chapter award, and give time to the committee and the nominee to prepare a strong nomination for the regional SPY award, to which the local SPY is entered.

It was suggested that the nominations be made offline directly to Chris and Amy, as some of those in attendance at the call may be in the pool of potential nominees. Chris proposed opening up the opportunity to make nominations to all chapter members, not just those on the board. He will bring this up at next week’s breakfast meeting. Chris requested that chapter business issues go to his work email: cmalicki@smartsafetygroup.com.

The eligibility qualifications for Chapter SPY were briefly discussed. It is open to all chapter members in good standing who can demonstrate long-term professional accomplishments, community accomplishments, service to the Society, to the profession, and to the membership as a whole. The most recent SPYs include David Ferguson, Dan Hopwood, Gary Couture, Rick Kaullen, and previously, Aleks Meyer.

CHAIR REPORTS

North County:  Cindy – Next meeting is August 7. The speaker has been arranged.

Programs:  Valerie – Schedule is set for 2015, and working on 2016 speaker roster.

Membership:  Brian – Not able to attend. Amy reported on Brian’s review of file sharing services. SharePoint is not good and is too expensive. Dropbox and Google Drive are possibilities. Some employers block Dropbox, so that may not work either. More next month.

Public Affairs:  Isaac Szmulowicz – Reminder that the ARC alarm installation event is August 1st, at the Woods Mobilehome Park located at 10770 Black Mountain Road, San Diego, CA 92126. He will put out a call for volunteers.
(...Executive Board, continued from page 7)

**Governmental Affairs:** Tom – Absent.

**Newsletter:** Gary – July newsletter is out. Asked board members to look at the board sidebar to make sure names and contact info is accurate. Gary cannot access the membership roster, so the new members list reflects June’s members not July’s. He will start accepting inputs for the August newsletter as of July 22.

**Website:** Cathi – She can now get into the roster. It should work for Gary too. She needs to change the Secretary’s name to Enrique, and needs photos of some new board members for the site. She will take them at the July breakfast meeting. The website’s back end redirects the board members’ Society email addresses to the members’ personal emails. She will send out samples from the website for comment. It is up to each board member to choose either a Society email address or display their personal email. Cathi is having trouble with Pay Pal. Also, the PayPal link that normally shows up in the acknowledgment email sent to a member who signs up to attend the breakfast meeting is not showing up. Cathi will look into it.

**Job line:** David Ferguson – 31 current job openings posted. David needs to update the jobline to remove some expired positions but the website is denying him access. Cathi will look into it.

**New Agenda Items:** Open

**Next Board Meeting:** August 4, 2015 - Phone Meeting

**Next Breakfast Meeting:** August 11, 2014 – Admiral Baker Club, 7:30am

---

**NORTH COUNTY SECTION QUARTERLY LUNCH MEETING**

"Consulting as an EHS Professional and Latest Project Trends"

**Presented by:** Susan Mazzarella, LEED AP

**Thursday August 20** (note the change in date and location)

**Meet at:** 24 Hour Fitness USA, Inc. Corporate Office

**1265 Laurel Tree Lane Ste 200, Carlsbad, CA 92011**

Meet, Greet, Network and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m.

Presentation from 12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.

**$10 for Members and Non-Members/Guests**

**Members includes:** ASSE, ACWJPIA, AHMP, AIHA, IHPM, RNCN, RIMS, PARMA, CPCU, PWI, WUSMA

**RSVP**

Please RSVP to Cindy Reyes, Section Chair: creyes@24hourfit.com

**OR** via credit card on the San Diego ASSE Chapter website events page
MONTHLY BREAKFAST MEETING, JULY 14

Safe Driving - "Stay Alert - Stay Alive"
Monica Zech, Public Information Officer and Safety Educator

A common issue that affects all organizations is motor vehicle operation and driving safety.

In this session, Monica Zech will discuss the dangers of distracted driving — such as texting, aggressive driving and road rage; driving under the influence of alcohol and other drugs, motorcycles, and pedestrian safety.

A native San Diegan, Monica first began her career as a news reporter in 1974. In 1984, she became San Diego’s first female air traffic reporter and first television traffic reporter for the Automobile Club of Southern California, later for Metro Networks. During her 18 years as a traffic reporter, she most enjoyed her work “off the air” in providing safety education for schools, civic groups, military bases and major companies.

Monica is currently the Public Information Officer and Safety Educator for a San Diego County municipality, including the police and fire departments.

Admiral Baker Clubhouse
3604 Admiral Baker Road, San Diego, CA 92120

Registration and Breakfast begins at 7:15 a.m.
Welcome and Speaker begins at 7:30 a.m.

$15 Members* with RSVP by 8/7/2015 by 5:00 P.M.
$20 No RSVP by 8/7/2015 and for Non-Members/Guests

*Members include: ASSE, ACWJPIA, AHMP, AIHA, IHPM, RNCN, RIMS, PARMA, CPCU, PWI, WUSMA

RSVP: Please RSVP to Enrique Medina, Secretary: emedina@pulse-point.com
OR via credit card on the San Diego ASSE Chapter website events page:
http://sandiegoasse.org/events/?reqevent_action=register&event_id=76

Directions: Interstate 15 to Friars Road East; left onto Santo Road (traffic light); immediate right on Admiral Baker Road; go STRAIGHT at STOP sign; pass the recreation area and part of the golf course; road curves to right at the driving range; keep going all the way to the club-house parking lot—a total of .9 miles from Santo Road.
OSHA Trade News Release

U.S. Department of Labor
OSHA, Office of Communications

OSHA: PSM standard exemption applies only to small retail establishments

Washington – Large facilities that store and sell chemicals may no longer be exempt from OSHA's Process Safety Management Standard, the agency announced July 22 in a revised interpretation of its rules.

The change came about partly in an attempt to close a policy gap brought to light by a deadly 2013 explosion at a West Texas Fertilizer Co. facility in West, TX. The company, which possessed more than 50,000 pounds of anhydrous ammonia that later exploded and killed 15 people, believed it did not need to comply with aspects of the standard because the product was sold to farmers.

This belief stems from a 2001 OSHA interpretation letter stating that facilities selling 75 percent of their anhydrous ammonia products to farmers qualify for an exemption. However, this exemption was originally intended for retail establishments such as gasoline stations that sell hazardous chemicals in small quantities.

In the new interpretation, the exemption now will apply only to retail trade facilities with the North American Industrial Classification System codes of 44 and 45. These facilities include hardware stores, office supply stores or automotive dealers.

For the next six months, OSHA plans to engage in outreach activities to educate and assist affected employers. During this time period, the agency will exercise "enforcement discretion" and refrain from citing PSM standard violations at facilities that had previously been considered exempt from the rule.

OSHA reversal: Injuries treated with kinesiology tape not recordable

Washington – OSHA has reversed an interpretation on the use of kinesiology tape to treat worker injuries, saying use of the elastic tape is considered first aid and injuries treated with it are not recordable.

In a Dec. 12 letter of interpretation, OSHA stated that using kinesiology tape goes beyond first aid and must be recorded on employers' injury and illness logs. The agency said it came to this conclusion because kinesiology tape is designed to relieve pain from acute injuries, making use of the tape akin to physical therapy.

However, a stakeholder asked OSHA to reconsider this interpretation. In a July 6 letter, the agency said it reviewed information associated with the use and evaluation of kinesiology tape and concluded it falls within the parameters of first aid treatment set forth in the General Recording Criteria Standard (1904.7). Therefore, injuries that require use of the tape are not recordable.

"The use of kinesiology tape and other types of elastic taping is included within the definition of first aid treatment, and thus the use of such tape alone would not be considered medical treatment," Amanda Edens, director of OSHA's directorate of technical support and emergency management, said in the letter.
Calling All Volunteers!

The leadership of San Diego Fire-Rescue Department has reached out to ask for help from the CERT San Diego volunteers. On Saturday, September 19th, SDFD, the Fire Prevention Bureau, and various other engine companies will be conducting an outreach campaign in canyon rim communities throughout the city of San Diego to inform communities of wildfire safety and city guidelines regarding brush removal. (Some of you may recall the “Before the Threat” campaign—this is along the same vein.)

This opportunity is open to anyone in the community, not just CERT SD members. If you have high schoolers who need community hours, this would be a great chance.

What it is: Volunteers along with some fire department engine companies will be passing out literature to homes along canyon rims. The houses are identified by the Fire Prevention Bureau. Volunteers will be given maps and bags of literature to pass out. Last year the whole event lasted approximately 6 hours. SDFD is trying to get funds to provide at least snacks and water for volunteers (trying to get lunches, but not confirmed yet).

So far the plan is to have two ICPs (incident command posts), have volunteers meet at the one closest to them, provide maps and materials for distribution, then shuttle volunteers to the different areas that need to be targeted.

If you are interested, please sign up at the link below (If you are signing up more than one person, be sure that each person has a unique email address—email addresses is how the system identifies duplicate entries.)

When you sign up at the link below, you will receive updates on the details of the day’s events as they become available.

https://apps.sandiego.gov/ereg/cert/courses.php?grp=Team+Trainings/Activities

In the meantime, if you have any questions, please feel free to let me know.

Thanks and best regards,

Carie L. DeMarco

CERT Program Coordinator
City of San Diego Fire-Rescue Department
1010 2nd Ave., Suite 400
San Diego, CA 92101

cdemarco@sandiego.gov

Office: 619-533-4353
Fax: 619-533-3775
www.certsandiego.org
Read the July 2015 edition issue of NFPA News

NFPA News is a free newsletter that provides detailed information on NFPA codes and standards activities, including Public Input and Public Comment closing dates, the issuance of Formal Interpretations (FIs), Tentative Interim Amendments (TIAs), and Errata, agendas and minutes of Standards Council meetings, and other ways to get involved with NFPA's document development process.

Download Now

CDC Study Shows Most Adults in All States Are Still Not Eating Recommended Amount of Fruits and Vegetables

Eating more fruits and vegetables adds nutrients to diets, reduces the risk for leading causes of illness and death, and helps manage body weight when consumed in place of more energy-dense foods. Depending on their age, activity level, and sex, adults should eat 1 ½ to 2 cups per day of fruit and 2 to 3 cups per day of vegetables as part of a healthy eating pattern. However, a new study published by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) found that most adults in every state are not eating enough fruits and vegetables. As a result, they are placing themselves at increased risk for certain chronic diseases.

In results from a nationwide survey of adults aged 18 years and older, CDC researchers saw differences, by state, in the amount of fruits and vegetables U.S. adults are eating. CDC analyzed daily fruit and vegetable intake from the 2013 Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS), the only source of dietary information for most states. Study results showed that--

- Overall, 13% of adults met fruit intake recommendations, ranging from 8% in Tennessee to 18% in California.
- A total of 9% of adults met vegetable intake recommendations, ranging from 6% in Mississippi to 13% in California.

Because of the significant health benefits associated with eating fruits and vegetables and the low intake currently across all states, researchers concluded that more work is needed to increase the demand and consumption. Some strategies for improvement in this area for adults might start with creating healthier eating patterns during childhood. Children who eat plenty of fruits and vegetables tend to eat more of them as adults. Childcare, schools, and school districts can help by meeting or exceeding federal nutrition standards for meals and snacks and by serving fruits and vegetables whenever food is offered. Also, better placement, pricing, and promotion of fruits and vegetables in grocery stores, restaurants, worksites, and communities could make it easier for adults to choose healthier foods.
PRODUCT SAFETY RECALLS:
1. Epoca International Recalls Glass Whistling Kettle Due to Laceration and Burn Hazard
2. Hearth & Home Technologies Recalls Gas Fireplaces Due to Fire Hazard
3. Hearth & Home Technologies Recalls Pellet Stoves and Inserts Due to Laceration Hazard
4. Jake's Fireworks Recalls YoYo Sparklers Due to Burn Hazard
5. Öhlins Front Forks for Motocross Bikes Recalled by Öhlins USA Due to Crash Hazard (Recall Alert)
6. JetForce Avalanche Airbag Packs Recalled by Black Diamond Due to Risk of Injury
7. IKEA Offers Free Wall Anchoring Repair Kit for Chests and Dressers Due to Tip-over Hazard After Two Children Died
8. Appliance Manufacturer LG Agrees to Pay Maximum $1.825 Million Civil Penalty for Failure to Report Defective Dehumidifiers
   Civil-Penalty-for-Failure-to-Report-Defective-Dehumidifiers/
9. GreenWorks Blower/Vacs Recalled by Sunrise Global Marketing Due to Fire and Burn Hazards
10. Teavana Recalls Glass Pitchers Due to Laceration and Burn Hazards
11. Cost Plus World Market Recalls Ronan Bistro Chairs Due to Fall Hazard
12. Husqvarna Recalls Lawn and Garden Tillers Due to Risk of Bodily Injury, Laceration
13. Polaris Recalls Youth RZR Recreational Off-Highway Vehicles Due to Fire Hazard ( Recall Alert)
15. UPPAbaby Recalls Strollers and RumbleSeats Due to Choking Hazard
16. IKEA Offers Free Wall Anchoring Repair Kit for Chests and Dressers Due to Tip-over Hazard After Two Children Died
17. Appliance Manufacturer LG Agrees to Pay Maximum $1.825 Million Civil Penalty for Failure to Report Defective Dehumidifiers
    Civil-Penalty-for-Failure-to-Report-Defective-Dehumidifiers/
18. GreenWorks Blower/Vacs Recalled by Sunrise Global Marketing Due to Fire and Burn Hazards
Recall notice from NHTSA's Office of Defects Investigation

NHTSA Campaign ID Number : 15V427
Manufacturer : Harley-Davidson Motor Company
Make / Model Years : H-D / 2014-2015
Subject : Saddlebags may Separate from Motorcycle

NHTSA Campaign ID Number : 15V431
Manufacturer : Chrysler (FCA US LLC)
Make / Model Years : DODGE / 2011-2015
Subject : Engine Cover may Contact Exhaust Manifold

NHTSA Campaign ID Number : 15V460
Manufacturer : Chrysler (FCA US LLC)
Make / Model Years : RAM / 2012-2014
Subject : Inadvertent Driver Air Bag Deployment

NHTSA Campaign ID Number : 15V461
Manufacturer : Chrysler (FCA US LLC)
Subject : Radio Software Security Vulnerabilities

NHTSA Campaign ID Number : 15V201
Manufacturer : General Motors LLC
Subject : Engine Oil Dripping On Manifold may Cause Fire

NHTSA Campaign ID Number : 15V373
Manufacturer : Volkswagen Group of America, Inc.
Make / Model Years : VOLKSWAGEN / 2015
Subject : Left Rear Brake Line may be Loose

NHTSA Campaign ID Number : 15V385
Manufacturer : Jaguar Land Rover North America, LLC
Make / Model Years : LAND ROVER / 2013-2016
Subject : Doors may Unexpectedly Unlatch when Closed

NHTSA Campaign ID Number : 15V386
Manufacturer : Jaguar Land Rover North America, LLC
Make / Model Years : LAND ROVER / 2012-2013
Subject : Panoramic Roof Assembly may Detach

NHTSA Campaign ID Number : 15V393
Manufacturer : Chrysler (FCA US LLC)
Make / Model Years : JEEP / 2014-2015
Subject : Water may Enter Power Liftgate Module

NHTSA Campaign ID Number : 15V399
Manufacturer : General Motors LLC
Subject : Steel Cable that Anchors Seat Belt may Fail

NHTSA Campaign ID Number : 15V415
Manufacturer : General Motors LLC
Subject : Liftgate Struts may Fail and Liftgate may Fall

NHTSA Campaign ID Number : 15V421
Manufacturer : General Motors LLC
Make / Model Years : HUMMER / 2006-2010
Subject : Blower Motor Connector may Overheat

NHTSA Campaign ID Number : 15V436
Manufacturer : Ford Motor Company
Make / Model Years : FORD / 2015
Subject : Engine may Continue to Run/FMVSS 114

NHTSA Campaign ID Number : 15V444
Manufacturer : Chrysler (FCA US LLC)
Make / Model Years : DODGE / 2008-2010
Subject : Driver Side Frontal Air Bag Inflator May Rupture
HELPFUL LINKS AND OTHER INFORMATION

American Red Cross: [http://www.redcross.org/](http://www.redcross.org/)
American Society of Safety Engineers Main Website: [http://www.asse.org/](http://www.asse.org/)
ASSE Body of Knowledge: [http://www.safetybok.org/](http://www.safetybok.org/)
ASSE Center for Safety and Health Sustainability [http://www.centershhs.org/](http://www.centershhs.org/)
California Division of Occupational Safety and Health (DOSH), (Cal/OSHA): [http://www.dir.ca.gov/dosh/](http://www.dir.ca.gov/dosh/)
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA): [http://www.epa.gov/](http://www.epa.gov/)
FEMA “Be Ready” Website: [http://www.ready.gov/](http://www.ready.gov/)
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) Main Website: [https://www.osha.gov/](https://www.osha.gov/)
San Diego ASSE Website: [http://sandiegoasse.org/](http://sandiegoasse.org/)